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we used a conditional knockout approach. Smo, a component of the
Hedgehog signaling pathway, was removed from the limb AER using
the Msx2Cre transgene. Removal of Smo from the AER resulted in the
production of a post-axial extra digit. Quantitative analysis of the
Smo-AER knockout mouse revealed that the length of the AER was
increased after Smo loss. Our data suggest that Shh signaling, in
addition to its known role in the limb mesenchyme, is also required in
the AER for proper limb patterning.
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Sonic hedgehog (Shh) functions as a limb morphogen to specify a
distinct pattern of digits. Current models predict that the highest
levels, or longest duration of Shh signals specify the most posterior
digit type. Although Shh regulates proliferation in many contexts, it is
unclear how effects on cell number in the limb bud relate to Shh's role
in specifying digit identity. Deleting the mouse Shh gene at different
times using tamoxifen-activated recombination of a conditional
mutant allele, we ﬁnd that Shh functions to control limb development
in two phases: a very transient, early patterning phase regulating digit
identity, and an extended growth-promoting phase during which the
digit precursor mesenchyme expands and becomes recruited into
condensing digit primordia. Our analysis reveals an unexpected
alternating posterior-anterior sequence of normal mammalian digit
formation (4-2-5-3), rather than an overall posterior-to-anterior
progression as previously proposed. The progressive loss of digits
upon sequentially earlier removal of Shh activity mirrors this
alternating sequence, highlighting the role of Shh in limb expansion
to produce the normal complement of digits, which can be temporally
uncoupled from patterning. Such uncouplingmay serve as one avenue
for evolutionary adaptations in digit number without disturbing
normal morphology. Ongoing work is aimed at evaluating the
contribution of Shh effects on proliferation for digit formation and
examining the conservation of digit condensation sequence in
different vertebrates.
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Shh patterns the dorso-ventral (D/V) axis of the neural tube by
controlling the expression of transcription factors in progenitor cells.
One such factor is Nkx2.2, which is expressed in response to high
and prolonged levels of Shh signalling. Analysis of the regulatory
elements controlling Nkx2.2 has revealed a 250 bp conserved non-
coding element, sufﬁcient to drive Nkx2.2 expression. Among other
transcription factor binding sites, this element contains a Gli-
binding site (GBS). Mutational analysis suggests that the GBS is
necessary but not sufﬁcient for Nkx2.2 expression. In vivo assays
suggest that correct Nkx2.2 expression requires both positive and
negative inputs from other transcription factors. Using mutational
analysis and BAC recombineering our aim is to identify these factors
and to dissect the mechanisms that control Nkx2.2 expression. In
addition, by comparing the regulatory control of Nkx2.2 with other
progenitor expressed transcription factors, we aim to understand
the transcriptional network that underlies D/V patterning of the
neural tube.
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